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ABSTRACT
The idea of open access networks is gradually becoming a reality
with a large number of municipalities and communities deploying
their own open network. In the open access network model, the
municipality/community can act as the network operator and a
multitude of services can be provided to the end users over the
deployed infrastructure. In this age of wireless networks and mo-
bile users, WiFi must also be an integral part of the open access
network. We discuss the need for designing WiFi from the point
of view of open access networks. We identify the aspects of WiFi
that need to be modified and the challenges that arise due to these
modifications. We address these challenges by presenting a simple,
yet novel design for enabling WiFi in open access networks using
SDN and access point virtualization. Ours is the first attempt to-
wards integrating open access networks and WiFi. We implement
a preliminary prototype of our design in the Emulab test bed and
successfully verify its operation.

1 INTRODUCTION
The open access network model deviates from the traditional ver-
tical network model by isolating the service provider from the
network operator [1]. The network operator provides the net-
work infrastructure and the service providers (e.g. Internet service
providers, smart home service providers, etc) compete in a fair way
to get access of this infrastructure for selling their services to the
end users. This fair competition among service providers eliminates
monopoly by increasing the number of service options from which
the users can choose. The idea of open access networks has recently
started becoming a reality with an increasing number of municipal-
ities and communities deploying their own network infrastructure
[2], [3], [4], [5]. This is generally the case for remote areas where
penetration of traditional Internet Service Providers (ISP) is absent
or limited due to the cost of reachability. In such scenarios, the
municipality/community can act as the network operator and a
multitude of services can be provided to the end users over the
deployed infrastructure. In open access networks, services can be
enabled dynamically. Thus, many innovative services are expected
to come into existence. The end users themselves may opt to be-
come service provides for any innovative or cheaper services they
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Figure 1: WiFi slicing in (a) traditional home networks and
(b) open access networks.

may have to offer for short durations. An important challenge in
realizing such a model is the overhead associated with enabling and
maintaining the services. Efficient network control architectures
like OpenEgde, powered by Software Defined Networking (SDN)
[6], have been designed that automate the management of network
resources and allow new services to be plugged in and out of the
network dynamically [7].

Given the inevitability of open access networks, as observed
globally [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [8], and the indispensability of WiFi,
in this paper, we make the first attempt to enable WiFi in open
access networks using SDN and access point virtualization. The
integration of WiFi with open access networks poses the following
challenges. First, the conventional strategy of slicing WiFi (e.g., in
home networks), based on the number of different user groups,
is not suitable for the open access network model. Here slicing
implies virtualizing WiFi by configuring multiple virtual access
points (VAP) on the same physical access point, where each VAP
has its own network over the wireless medium [9]. Unlike the
traditional WiFi model where end users once connected to the WiFi
can access all the services provided over the Internet, in the open
access network model, a user’s association with the WiFi is for the
purpose of obtaining only those services that the user subscribes to.
Figure 1(a) shows the traditional WiFi slicing with two slices where
the number of slices is determined by the number of user groups
with different hierarchy of network resource accessibility (e.g. one
slice may be for the home users with unlimited Internet access and
the other slice may be for the guest users with rate limited Internet
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access). The wireless LANs (WLAN) created by these two slices
can have different authentication mechanisms, rates and quality
of service configurations, but within a slice all users are served
identically by the wireless network.

In open access networks traffic for different services may have
different requirements and priorities (e.g., VoIP services may need
low jitter, video traffic services may require higher bandwidth and
public safety services must have maximum priority). So, users sub-
scribed to different service providers should be served differentially
by WiFi. However, with the WiFi slicing model of Figure 1(a), it is
not possible to serve users belonging to different services differen-
tially if they are connected to the sameWiFi slice. We need theWiFi
users that should be treated similarly to be in a single group and
accordingly connected to a single WiFi slice. Since all subscribers
of a service can be treated identically, we propose that the number
of slices over WiFi, in the open access model, should be determined
by the number of services or the number of service classes as in
Figure 1(b). In this figure, SP represents a service provider and three
WiFi slices have been created corresponding to the three active
service providers. The difference in open access networks in terms
of slicing the wireless network raises important questions including
who will configure the VAPs, how many VAPs should be configured
on the access point, how the services will be mapped to the VAPs
(one to one or many to one), how will the users know which Service
Set Identifier (SSID) to use for a service.

The second challenge is associated with frequent SSID transition
from a user’s perspective. In traditional WiFi, users manually, or
automatically, connect to an SSID. Once connected, the user usually
remains associated with that SSID for the rest of his/her session.
However, in the open access network model, the user might be
hopping on to different services in a short time span. Since dif-
ferent services/service classes are on different SSIDs, as shown in
Figure 1(b), the user must manually disassociate from an SSID and
associate to another SSID every time he/she hops on from one ser-
vice to another. This procedure may be burdensome from the user’s
perspective. So the challenge here is to provide a mechanism for
handling this frequent SSID transition in a automated way.

The third challenge is tied to the use of SDN in open access net-
works. New network control architectures for open access networks
are expected to be built upon the flexibility provided by SDN proto-
cols like Openflow [10]. In many scenarios, the Openflow controller
configures the switches to forward data traffic based on input and
output port numbers rather than MAC addresses. This is usually
the case to make the system work for other layer 2 protocols like
MPLS. In case of port based forwarding, the edge Openflow switch
would simply identify an end user based on the port number to
which the user is connected to. However, in case of WiFi, multiple
wireless users can connect to the same wireless interface of the
access point. If we simply connect the access point’s uplink port to
the edge Openflow switch, all users connected to the access point
would be identified by the same port. The challenge in this case is
to devise a way such that each user, connected to a single access
point, can be identified uniquely while it uses his/her own choice
of service, simultaneously.

In this work, we explore a simple, yet novel design that addresses
the aforementioned challenges associated with integration of WiFi
to a network control architecture that enables the open access

paradigm. Specifically, our contributions can be summarized as
follows:

• We identify the need for looking at WiFi from the perspec-
tive of an open access network model as compared to the
tradition model.

• We present the design of access points, controlled by the
network operator, for open access networks. These access
points can be configured dynamically to assign different
services or service classes to different SSIDs.

• We present the idea of using an open-vswitch (OVS) [11]
bridge inside the access point in order to create unique map-
pings between end users and virtual ports. Using this ap-
proach, the Openflow edge switch can identify users by the
virtual port numbers in case of port based forwarding. This
will enable multiple users, connected to a single access point,
to use their own choice of service, simultaneously.

• We implement a simplified version of our design on the
Emulab test bed and successfully verify the operation of our
proposed idea.

The idea of slicing ISP network and renting the slices to service
providers and utility providers, where each provider can manage
end-to-end or last mile network resources corresponding to its own
slice, has been discussed in [12], [13]. The model considered in our
work has some similarity with the models described in [12], [13] in
the sense that, in open access networks the network operator may
provision different services differently (based on service contract,
priority, optimizing overall resource allocation, quality of service
(QoS) requirements etc.). Though our work is built upon the exis-
tence of such a model, our design is independent of the provisioning
policies adopted by the network operator. The primary contribution
of our work is the design of WiFi for open access networks where
different services, becoming online/offline dynamically (sometimes
even for a short duration), are provisioned differently as well as
dynamically. Our design of WiFi for open access networks ensures
that the service specific provisioning used by the network operator
over the wired links can be extended over the wireless links too.

2 OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED DESIGN
There are three players in the open access network model - the
network operator, the service providers and the end users. The
network operator manages the network infrastructure and the end
users subscribe to the network operator for obtaining the services
provided by the service providers over the network operator’s in-
frastructure. In general, the relation between the end users and the
network operator is not revenue driven. E.g., the network infras-
tructure laid down by the municipalities is primarily for enabling
basic services like public safety or smart grid facilities for the end
users and not for generating revenue from the users. On the other
hand, the relation between the service providers and the network
operator is generally revenue driven. The service providers pay the
network operator for using the network infrastructure and gener-
ate revenue by getting end users subscribe to their services. The
end users usually connect to the network operator’s infrastructure
using an optical network terminal (ONT) [8]. With WiFi support
enabled, the wireless users would connect to the network operator’s
infrastructure using an access point.
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Figure 2: Mapping of service classes to VAPs in WiFi

To address the challenges associated with enabling WiFi in open
access networks, we propose a design where the access points are
managed by the network operator. This design will enable the net-
work operator to dynamically control the wireless networks. So, the
onus of configuring and maintaining service/service class specific
VAPs is on the network operator. In the following discussion, we
consider each service class to have its own VAP rather than each
service having a dedicated VAP. Each service class consists of a
number of services with similar traffic characteristics like priorities,
QoS requirements etc. The network operator configures each access
point with as many VAPs as the number of service classes. Assum-
ing that each service will have a different virtual LAN (VLAN) for
traffic isolation on the wired part of the infrastructure, there will
be many to one mappings from the VLANs to the VAPs as shown
in Figure 2. This figure shows an open access network with three
service providers SP1, SP2 and SP3. Traffic for SP1, SP2 and SP3
are carried inside VLAN 10, VLAN 20 and VLAN 30, respectively,
inside the network operator’s infrastructure. SP2 and SP3 belong
to the same class of service, so they map to a single VAP which
creates WLAN 2. SP1 belongs to a different class of service, so
it maps to another VAP which creates WLAN 4. In open access
networks, the number of service providers is not expected to be
static. New service providers may come online, while some older
ones may go offline. As a result, the network operator must handle
the mapping between VLANs and VAPs dynamically. Specifically,
when a new service provider, belonging to a certain service class,
comes online, the network operator needs to dynamically assign its
traffic to the relevant VAP of its service class. For this purpose our
design considers an OVS bridge, controlled by a central controller,
inside the access point. The central controller dynamically maps
the VLAN id of a newly created service to the VAP of its service
class as shown in Figure 3. We assume that as soon as a new service
provider comes online, it registers itself as a service belonging to a
certain service class and the network operator assigns a new VLAN
id for this service. Based on this information regarding the service
class and the VLAN id of the service, the controller knows which
VAP this newly created VLAN should be mapped to and accordingly
it creates flows on the OVS bridges of the controlled access points.

The reason for mapping each service class to a VAP rather than
mapping each service to a VAP is to limit the number of VAPs
on a single physical access point. Since all the VAPs associated
with an access point operate on the same physical WiFi channel, a
significant amount of available air time might be occupied just for
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Figure 3: Dynamic configuration of OVS bridges inside ac-
cess points by a central controller

broadcasting the beacon frames [9] associated with a large number
of VAPs resulting in a lower throughput of the overall system.

3 AUTOMATIC TRANSITION OF SSIDS
We now look at our design from the end user’s perspective and
identify the associated challenges. From a user’s perspective, the
most convenient option would be to select a service from the set
of available services displayed on the mobile device’s screen. How-
ever, there are few challenges in effectuating such convenience
in the model of Figure 3. First, it might be difficult for the user
to know which SSID to use for a particular service. Simplistically,
each service class’ SSID could indicate the type of traffic it carries.
However, we would have to rely on the end user’s cognizance to
be able to identify the right SSID. Second, it would be inconvenient
for the end user to disassociate from the current VAP and associate
with another VAP whenever the user decides to move on from one
service class to another. Third, although we assume that the end
user’s relation with the network operator is not revenue driven, the
user would still need to authenticate against the network operator
to prove that the user is a legitimate beneficiary.

In order to address these challenges, we enhance our design to
handle additional functions. For authenticating to the network oper-
ator, we create a default VAP with SSID ‘Bootstrap’ on every access
point. This VAP does not carry traffic from any service provider. It is
dedicated for authentication and communication with the network
operator. When an end user turns on his/her wireless device, it
manually connects to the ‘Bootstrap’ SSID and authenticates itself
to the network operator. This authentication can be achieved using
IEEE 802.11i while connecting to ‘Bootstrap’ SSID, or any higher
layer authentication scheme after connecting to ‘Bootstrap’ SSID
or a combination of these approaches. Once authenticated, the end
user’s device runs a background script. This script maintains a
client server socket connection with the server process running on
the authentication server of the network operator. The end user
selects a service of his/her choice and the client process informs
the server about the choice of this particular service. The server
checks whether or not this user has already been authenticated by
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Figure 4: Automatic transition of SSIDs on user’s device

the network operator. In case of affirmation, the server provides
the client the SSID and an optional temporary key. The background
script on the client uses this information to automatically associate
the end user’s device to the relevant SSID. This procedure of in-
forming the end user of the SSID eliminates the user’s burden of
selecting the appropriate SSID and allows the SSIDs specific to the
service classes to be hidden. Only the ‘Bootstrap’ SSID is visible.
This makes selection of the default SSID (‘Bootstrap’ SSID) easier
for a new user and significantly shortens the list of WiFi networks
at the end user’s device.

Once the user is moved from the ‘Bootstrap’ SSID to another
SSID, a path is created between the end user and the relevant service
provider. The end user then authenticates with the service provider
over this newly created path. Once authenticated by the service
provider, the user can enjoy the service as long as he/she wishes.
When the end user desires to move on to another service, he/she
simply selects that service on the display of the mobile device. This
action triggers the background script which associates the wireless
device to the ‘Bootstrap’ SSID and informs the server about the
desired service. The server again checks if the user is authenticated
or not and the whole process is repeated. The use of a one time
password or a temporary key is optional. If a service does not use
any encryption mechanism, this temporary key may be used by
the network operator to ensure that a rogue end user does not
hijack the authenticated session. Figure 4 shows the sequence of
events when an end user turns on his/her wireless device and uses
a Service X for VoIP followed by a Service Y for video streaming.

4 HANDLING PORT BASED FORWARDING
FORWIRELESS END USERS

The access points in our design are controlled by a central con-
troller using a protocol like Openflow. At the same time, we assume
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Figure 5: Combining the terminal switch and the access
point to a single entity by having two OVS bridges.

that the wired switches in the network operator’s infrastructure
are controlled by a controller as well. Since the controller for the
access points has functions that are different from the controller for
switches in the infrastructure, we consider these two controllers to
be separate. These may be simply two different processes on the
same machine. In many cases, the Openflow controller, for man-
aging the switches in the infrastructure network, uses port based
forwarding to make the system work for any choice of layer 2 pro-
tocol. In case of port based forwarding, the end user would typically
connect to a port on the terminal switch/ONT. The terminal switch
would identify the end user based on the port number to which the
end user is connected. Based on this identity, the central controller
would create a path between this port and the service of choice for
this specific end user. So, whenever there is uplink traffic from the
end user, based on the port number of the incoming traffic, packets
would be forwarded to the destined service provider. In the case
of WiFi, the uplink port of the access point would connect to the
terminal switch. Here, all users connected to the access point will
have to use the same service at a particular time instant because
the terminal switch will be able to associate the port number (that
connects to access point’s uplink port) to the identity of only one
user. There is no way of knowing which service provider an uplink
packet is for.

In order to resolve this issue, we combine the terminal switch
and the access point into a single device as shown in Figure 5. There
are two OVS bridges configured inside the access point. Bridge A
acts as a terminal switch and bridge C acts as the OVS bridge in
Figure 3. The only difference between bridge C and the OVS bridge
in Figure 3 is that flows are configured on bridge C based on port
numbers and in Figure 3 flows are configured on the OVS bridge
based on the VLAN ids. For each user connected to the WiFi, the
controller for bridge C creates a virtual link between bridge C and
bridge A. Now, there are as many virtual ports on bridge A as the
number of wireless end users connected to the access point. Flows
created inside bridge C would ensure that each user has a unique
virtual port on bridge A. Since the bridge A acts as a terminal switch
and there is a virtual port for each end user, connected to the access
point, uplink traffic for different services can be classified based
on the virtual port number through which the packet comes into
bridge A. In Figure 5 there are four end users, C1, C2, C3 and C4,
so four virtual links are created between bridge A and bridge C.
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5 PRELIMINARY IMPLEMENTATION
We implement a simplified version of our design using four Linux
machines on the Emulab test bed [14]. We configure three of these
machines as wireless clients and the fourth one as an access point.
We virtualize thewireless interface on the access point using hostapd
[15]. We create four VAPs that include one for the ‘Bootstrap’ SSID.
While we configure a Linux machine as an access point, our design
can be implemented on OpenWRT [16] based access points as well.
We create an RYU [17] based Openflow controller for managing
the access point by a central controller. We integrate our design
with OpenEdge [7], a dynamic network control architecture capable
of controlling the network operator’s switches in an open access
network. We virtualize the network operator’s switches and ser-
vice providers using Mininet [18]. OpenEdge uses port based traffic
forwarding. This allows us to test the idea discussed in Section 4.

To verify our preliminary implementation, we select three dif-
ferent services on the three wireless nodes. Each of them is first
connected to the ‘Bootstrap’ SSID and upon successful authentica-
tion against the network operator, gets automatically shifted to the
SSID of their selected service by a background script. We use the Se-
cureOps authentication mechanism, a component of OpenEdge [7],
for authenticating end users to network operators and service
providers. SecureOps uses a virtualized SIM abstraction for authen-
tication. In our implementation, the duration for moving from one
SSID to another (which consists of disassociation and association
with SSIDs, client server communication for obtaining the required
SSID, DHCP request and response for getting IP address in the new
SSID) by the background script is ≈ 2 - 3 seconds. Whenever an
end user moves from one service to another, it must encounter this
delay. We also observe that flows get created dynamically on bridge
C (Figure 5) for mapping each end user to a unique virtual port on
the bridge A. This ensures that the end users connected to the same
access point can use their own choice of service, simultaneously.
Based on the above observations, we consider the outcome of our
initial implementation to be successful and we believe that our
design can be integrated in existing open access networks.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We identified the need to revisit WiFi from the viewpoint of open
access networks. We presented the design for enabling WiFi in
open access networks using SDN and access point virtualization.
Ours is the first attempt towards integrating open access networks
and WiFi. We have built a preliminary prototype of our design and
successfully verified its operation in an open access network. Our
initial exploration regarding enablingWiFi in open access networks
can proceed along the following directions:

Since services can be dynamically enabled in open access net-
works, a multitude of innovative services shall come into existence.
The end users may opt to become service providers (for some inno-
vative service they have to offer) sometimes, even for short dura-
tions. As a result, the number of services may grow exponentially. In
such scenarios, the service specific SSID approach shall not be sus-
tainable. Isolation of traffic within a single SSID could be a possible
direction of investigation for this highly scaled scenario.

As end users tend to become part time service providers, we can
expect that service providers will also use WiFi for connecting to

the network operator 1. It might be possible for a service provider
and a service consumer to use same access point for connecting
to the network operator. While the end users connect to the WiFi,
either as a service consumer or as a service provider, WiFi must
treat them differently.

In our proposed design, a wireless end user cannot use services
belonging to different service classes at the same time. This limi-
tation arises since different service classes are on different VAPs
and the end user can be connected to only one SSID at any point
in time. As soon as the user selects a new service, he/she would
get disconnected from the first service. Since the transition time to
move from one SSID to another is not negligible, as observed during
our implementation, the user may have a disruptive experience.
The possibility of traffic isolation within a single SSID would be
able to address this issue too.

As more open access networks get deployed, we envision net-
work operators to cooperate among themselves for bringing in
services that are not available locally. In such scenarios, the net-
work operator could have reduced visibility about a remote service
provider (in the domain of another network operator) and control-
ling WiFi based on such complex service specific dynamics would
be a challenging task.
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